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Interfacial Jetting Phenomena Induced by Focused Surface Vibrations
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(Received 29 September 2008; published 7 July 2009)

We exploit large accelerations associated with surface acoustic waves to drive an extraordinary fluid

jetting phenomena. Laterally focusing the acoustic energy to a small region beneath a drop placed on the

surface causes rapid interfacial destabilization. Above a critical Weber number We, an elongated jet forms

for drops with dimensions greater than the fluid sound wavelength. Further increases in We lead to single

droplet pinch-off and subsequent axisymmetric breakup to form multiple droplets. A simple equation

based on a momentum balance is derived to predict the jet velocity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.024501 PACS numbers: 47.61.!k, 47.15.Uv, 47.55.N!, 68.35.Iv

Elongated liquid jets form beyond a critical Weber
number when sufficient inertia exists to overcome the
restoring capillary stresses acting on the interface of a
liquid drop or meniscus [1]. Consequently, fluid confine-
ment mechanisms such as nozzles or orifices are often
necessary to accelerate the fluid to produce these jets. We
demonstrate the unique generation of a liquid jet ejecting
up to 1–2 cm from the free surface of a sessile drop without
requiring such confinement. The key to the generation of
such jetting phenomena is the concentration of mechanical
energy into the drop made possible by surface acoustic
waves.

We employ Rayleigh waves, 1–10 nm amplitude elec-
troelastic surface acoustic waves (SAWs), that propagate
along the substrate surface. SAWs and their energy are
essentially confined to a depth of 3–4 wavelengths into the
substrate, and the energy associated with these waves may
be further concentrated to a spot with a size equivalent to
the wavelength of the radiation using focusing transducers
[2,3]. In doing so, large surface accelerations are formed—
beyond 107 m=s2—serving to destabilize the air-fluid in-
terface of a drop set atop this surface and hence produce a
single elongated column of liquid. This is in distinct con-
trast to the behavior induced by long-wavelength, in-phase
piston vibration of a drop which can only atomize the drop
via the formation and bursting of large numbers of short
liquid spikes on the drop’s surface [4]. A similar focusing
concept but significantly different mechanism using a rela-
tively large spherically converging acoustic beam has been
employed to eliminate the use of nozzles [5]; the short
focal depths in Ref. [5] result in short (<1 mm) jets which
quickly pinch off to form an ejected droplet. Here, how-
ever, the acoustic radiation travels over a longer length
scale in the fluid due to the SAW. Some cursory mention
has been made of SAW-driven jets in the past [6], but little
of the associated physics has been explored.

Figure 1 delineates the different fluid behavior observed
when either a standing-wave or propagating SAW interacts
with a liquid drop. The SAW is generated by applying a
sinusoidal electric voltage to an interdigital transducer
(IDT) fabricated on a 0.5 mm thick 128" y-x lithium

niobate (LN) single crystal piezoelectric substrate
[Fig. 1(a)]. The form of wave propagation is controlled
through the boundary conditions along the wave propaga-
tion path; standing waves are obtained by allowing the
wave to reflect off the free edges at either end of the
substrate, while traveling waves are obtained by absorbing
the acoustic energy with gel (polydimethylsiloxane or
!-gel, GelTec Ltd., Japan). Details on the fabrication of
the IDT are documented elsewhere [7,8]; the SAW wave-
length "SAW # 200 #m and frequency f # 20 MHz are
set by the width and spacing between the IDT fingers since
cs # 3990 or 3974 m=s is the sound velocity in the sub-
strate in the absence and presence of water loading, re-
spectively. Regardless, the sound velocity in water is much
less, cl # 1495 m=s, causing a portion of the SAW—about
33% based on acoustic impedances—to refract into the
liquid drop at an angle known as the Rayleigh angle
$SAW ¼ sin!1cl=cs # 23". At sufficient intensities, the
so-called leaky SAW in the liquid, in turn, generates
acoustic streaming and bulk flow within the drop [3,9],
with the air-water interface representing a reflective
boundary for the acoustic radiation due to the large acous-
tic impedance difference across it.
At relatively low applied powers and hence low surface

acceleration j €%x3 j, where €% represents the second-order

time derivative of the substrate’s surface displacement %
and x3 the direction perpendicular to the substrate, weak
acoustic streaming will occur in drops with sizes much
greater than the acoustic wavelength in the fluid, i.e.,Rd %
"f & 73 #m for f # 20 MHz. However, as the drop sizes

shrink, capillary stresses begin to dominate, and capillary
waves begin to appear on the drop interface. As the drop
becomes progressively smaller, the intensity of these vi-
brations grows (provided Rd % "c & 1 #m, which is the
capillary wavelength), while the streaming weakens as a
result of the increasing surface-to-volume ratio as Rd

decreases; the capillary waves depend upon the surface
area, while the acoustic streaming depends upon the vol-
ume. When Rd # "f, the streaming within the drop ceases.
A qualitative summary of the different fluid responses
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based on the acceleration magnitude and drop size is
provided in Fig. 1(b).

With increasing power, the increasing surface accelera-

tion magnitude on the substrate j €%x3 j leads to stronger fluid
streaming, as characterized by the streaming Reynolds
number Res ' &UsRd=#, where & and # are the liquid
density and viscosity, respectively, and Us is the character-
istic streaming velocity. For Res & 1, Us & 10!3 m=s.
Bulk vibration of the drop is also observed [Fig. 1(c)]
when a standing SAW is employed. At these powers, the
acoustic streaming in the drop generates sufficient body
force to overcome contact line pinning, and the drop begins
to translate if the SAW is propagating [Fig. 1(d)] [7]. With

further increases in j €%x3 j, the inertial streaming (Res &
103) can no longer be dissipated by viscous or capillary
means, and the drop either deforms into an elongated liquid

jet [Fig. 1(e)] or atomizes [Fig. 1(f)] [8]; note the asym-
metric deformation of the drop and the formation of the jet

at the Rayleigh angle in Fig. 1(e). At a given value of j €%x3 j,
we observe jets forming in the inertia dominant regime
when Rd % "f, while atomization is particularly promi-

nent in the capillary force dominant regime when Rd < "f,
as summarized in Fig. 1.
Given that the drop vibration, translation, streaming, and

atomization phenomena have been studied separately, we
will restrict our emphasis in the rest of this Letter to the
peculiar jetting phenomenon. To confine the radiation in-
tensity to a point on the substrate, we employ a pair of
elliptical focusing transducers as shown in Fig. 2(a), spe-
cifically known as electrode-width-controlled, single-
phase unidirectional transducers (EWC-SPUDTs, here-
after referred to as electrodes).
The 30 MHz electrodes, consisting of an array of curved

narrow strips of metal, are fabricated on LN substrates
using UV photolithography [3]. Internally tuned reflectors
within the electrodes enable unidirectional SAW propaga-

FIG. 2 (color online). Image (a) shows two circular focusing
electrode-width-controlled SPUDTs fabricated at the ends of a
LN substrate to provide the focused SAWs whose radiation into
the drop placed on the substrate causes it to deform into a
coherent elongated jet as shown in images (b)–(d). The water-
air interface reflects the acoustic radiation up the fluid column as
it extends, as depicted in image (d). The drop is placed at the
focal point between the two EWC-SPUDTs within an area
coated with a thin (<1 #m) layer of Teflon to render the
hydrophilic LN substrate hydrophobic.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Illustration of the SAW device on
which a 3 #l deionized water drop is placed in the propagation
pathway of the SAW. A standing SAW naturally arises due to
reflection off the edges of the substrate. If a propagating SAW is
desired, !-gel is placed along the edges to absorb the radiation,
preventing reflection. (b) Summary of the different drop behav-
iors observed as a function of the surface acceleration magnitude
and the drop size: (c) drop vibration due to standing SAW,
(d) drop translation due to propagating SAW, (e) jetting at the
Rayleigh angle $SAW as a consequence of propagating SAW
irradiation, and (f) drop atomization due to a standing SAW.
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tion toward the focal point shown in Fig. 2(a), and a strong
standing-wave SAW is generated through the superposition
of focused SAWs that propagate along the x axis from the
aligned electrodes at both ends of the substrate. To increase
the static contact angle between the deionized water drop
(here 1, 3, and 5 #l drop volumes Vd are employed) and
the substrate surface, we coat an area on the substrate in be-
tween the electrodes, as shown in Fig. 2(a), with a 100 nm
thick layer of Teflon (Teflon AF, DuPont Corp., USA). The
jetting dynamics were captured at 500–2000 fps using a
high speed video camera (iSpeed, Olympus, Japan)
mounted onto a long-distance microscope (K2, InfiniVar,
USA). Measurements of the surface acceleration €%x3 were
obtained through scanning laser Doppler vibrometry
(MSA-400, Polytec PI, Germany) focused directly on the
substrate. A movie showing a typical jetting event is given
in the supplementary information [10].

Figure 3(a) shows the jet length prior to its breakup as a
function of the driving force F ¼ &Vd

€%x3 . We note the

large magnitudes due to the high surface accelerations
afforded by the SAW, which facilitates the transmission
of the acoustic energy into the drop as discussed above. At
the input powers employed, the surface displacement ve-
locity _%x3 is around 1 m=s irrespective of the SAW excita-
tion frequency. So while the surface displacement %x3 and
hence the SAW amplitude are only around 10 nm at these
10 MHz order frequencies, the surface acceleration is on
the order 108 m=s2 [8]. It is these extremely large accel-
erations which are transmitted into the drop through an
area on the order of "SAW in size via radiation focusing that
give rise to the jetting phenomena. There exists a threshold
value for the force that, once exceeded, causes jetting; the
larger the parent drop, the larger the threshold value. Below
the threshold, the drop merely vibrates with an amplitude
proportional to the force, as depicted in Fig. 1(c), since
there is insufficient inertial stress to overcome the surface
tension of the drop. In fact, the threshold value for the force
at the onset of jetting actually sets the jet length. At the
onset of jetting, a balance between the surface energies of
the parent drop, assumed hemispherical due to the hydro-
phobic substrate, and the jet, assumed to resemble a cylin-
drical column, then sets the length of the jet when it first
appears from the conical apex of the vibrating drop after
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Jet length as a function of the driving
force. The inset shows the jet length at the onset of the phe-
nomena at the instant when the threshold force exceeds L(

j (the

jet length at the smallest value of the driving force when jetting is
first observed) and its relationship to the parent drop size.
(b) Dimensionless jet length as a function of the jet Weber
number. We note the transitions for both the onset of jetting
from drop vibration and between single and multiple droplet
ejections occur at Weber numbers of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively.

FIG. 4. Experimental images showing the transition from
(a) drop vibration to (b) jetting, (c) pinch-off of a single droplet,
and (d),(e) jet breakup to form multiple droplets by increasing
the jet Weber number Wej.
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the threshold force is exceeded: L(
j & R2

d=Rj, in which Rj

is the jet radius, consistent with that observed in the inset in
Fig. 3(a).

Figure 3(a) also documents evidence that, at larger
driving forces, the jet no longer pinches off at its leading
edge to eject a single droplet. Instead, we see evidence of
the classical Rayleigh-Plateau instability through which
the cylindrical liquid column becomes unstable to axisym-
metric perturbations with wavelengths several times larger
than the Rj [11], consequently breaking up to form mul-
tiple droplets. The transitions from the onset of jetting to
the pinch-off of a single droplet and the breakup of the jet
to form multiple droplets are more clearly observed by
recasting the experimental data in terms of a jet Weber
number Wej ' &U2

jRj=', where Uj is the velocity of the

jet, as shown in Fig. 3(b). We observe the onset of jetting
and the transition from single droplet pinch-off to multiple
droplet formation as a consequence of the axisymmetric
breakup of the jet to universally occur at Weber numbers of
0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Typical dynamics of the jet for-
mation and the droplet ejection at different Weber numbers
captured through high speed flow visualization are shown
in Fig. 4.

By introducing an acoustic forcing term to the leading
order axisymmetric jet momentum balance derived by
Eggers [1], we arrive at the following relationship that
permits the prediction of the axial jet velocity:

Uj ffi ½2LjðFy
s ! gÞ-1=2; (1)

where Fy
s # !0( _%2

x3ReA is the force associated with the
acoustic streaming in the jet and g is the gravitational ac-
celeration. ReA ¼ & _%x3"f=ð2)bÞ is the acoustic Reynolds

number [12] in which b ¼ 4#=3þ#B, #B being the bulk
viscosity of the fluid. !0 ¼ )bf=ð&c3l Þ is the acoustic
attenuation coefficient, and ( ¼ 1þ B=2A is the coeffi-
cient of nonlinearity; experimental values of B=A for vari-
ous liquids are given in Ref. [13]. The full derivation of
Eq. (1) can be found in Ref. [14]; we note that by assuming
the radius and radial velocity of the jet to be constant along
its elongation axis, which is reasonable given the observa-
tions in Figs. 2 and 4, the jetting dynamics has been
rendered independent of the surface tension, whereas the
viscosity appears only through the acoustic forcing as a
dissipative sink. Figure 5 shows the good agreement ob-
tained between the prediction afforded by Eq. (1) and the
experimental data for various fluids.
We are grateful to an anonymous referee for extremely

helpful suggestions with regards to the jet theory.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Comparison between the experimentally
measured jet velocity with the prediction given by Eq. (1).
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